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roland rd-2000 premium 88-key digital stage piano. www.kontakt.org. roland xp 80 - testando os
timbres no kontakt. norctrack - roland xp-80 kontakt reloaded. in the hunt for the perfect sound, the
machine of the future is here. it also came with midi which was brand new at the time - sequential
had already released the first midi synth, the prophet 600. roland had just released the jx-3p with
very basic midi implementation, and wouldn't get around to adding full midi for another year with

the juno-106, and it would be three years before roland can counter the popularity of the dx7 with a
digital synth of their own, the d-50. i had a dt-805 and wanted something more compact and

portable. i still had the ssl and wanted to try something else. this is the most accurate version i can
get to. the original roland xp-80 is a sample based instrument. norctrack - roland xp-80 kontakt
reloaded. still the sounds it shipped with and that many users did manage to create were more

complex and unique than anything before it. percussive and metallic but thick as analog at times,
the dx7 was known for generating unique sounds still popular to this day. the dx7 was also a truly
affordable programmable synth when it was first released. almost every keyboardist bought one at
the time making the dx7 one of the best selling synths of all time! it also came with midi which was
brand new at the time - sequential had already released the first midi synth, the prophet 600. roland
had just released the jx-3p with very basic midi implementation, and wouldn't get around to adding
full midi for another year with the juno-106, and it would be three years before roland can counter

the popularity of the dx7 with a digital synth of their own, the d-50.
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